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ABSTRACT 

The multi-stack has been designed based on sequence storage in reference [1]. But there have two 
problems: 1.Usually allocate the storage space to the multi-stack in advance, but when one of the stacks 
has too much data elements, Then the push stack operation will cause the space insufficient, appear 
"overflow" phenomenon. 2. If one of the stacks to store the data element is too little, it will cause the waste 
of space. Here based on the above two problems, we design a dynamic multi-stack storage structure, and 
realizes the basic algorithms of it for the first time. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The stack is widely used in system software and application software. In some software often appear 
the case, that using a number of stacks at the same time. At this time, multi- stacks need to share a block of 
storage space. In the reference [1-2], We discussed the multi-stacks characteristic, at the same time, we 
also designed the multi-stack storage structure and implemented basic operation on the structure. 

Taking into account the following two problems which are not solved in the sequential multi-stack 
structure: 1) In general, multi-stack should be allocated storage space preferentially. However, if the 
multi-stack stored too many of data elements and to be carried on the push operation, it will result in a lack 
of space, the phenomenon is called "overflow"; 2) If a stack stored too little data elements, it will cause a 
waste of space.  

In this paper, we designed a kind of dynamic multi-stack storage structure, which based on the above 
two problems and the dynamic shared stack structure inspired in reference [2]. And the basic algorithms of 
the structure are realized. The structure overcomes the lack of space which caused by the operation of push 
stack, and the waste of space caused by the operation of pop stack. The concepts and terms which are not 
mentioned in this article refer to the reference [3-6]. 
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2. DESIGN OF DYNAMIC MULTI-STACK STRUCTURE 

In the application of the sequential multi-stack, a certain storage space is given in advance. But when 
there are too many data elements to be stored in the multi-stack, when the push stack operation is occurred, 
then the space is not enough, which is called "overflow" phenomenon; If the data elements are too little in 
the sequential multi-stack, it will cause a waste of space.  

Based on the above problems, the dynamic multi-stack technology is proposed. Here the dynamic 
storage structure is defined, which defines an initial space STACK_INITAL_SIZE for each single stack in 
the multi-stack. At the same time, each single stack is set up the increment STACK_INCREASE of its 
storage space, and all of the single stacks are stored in a table a[N] for the unified management, then 
composed of a dynamic multi-stack structure. The dynamic multi-stack storage structure can be defined as 
follows: 

# define STACK_INITIAL_SIZE 5 

# define STACK_INCＲEASE 3 

# define STACK_PLANSIZE 10 / / Predetermined space size 

# define STAKE_PERCENT 0.5 / / The ratio reached 50% when the recovery was carried out  

#define N 4 /* Number of single stack in multiple stacks * /  

typedef struct 

{  ElemType * Stack;   int Stack_Size, top; }fnode; 

typedef struct 

{  fnode a[N];}MultipleStack;  
In the definition of the above structure, N represents the number of single stacks, which contained in 

the multi-stack. Top represents the top pointer of the i stack, Stake_Size represents the current capacity of 
the i stack. If N assigned to 4, STACK_INITIAL_SIZE and STAKE_INCREASE assigned to 5 and 3 
respectively. The structure of the multi-stack is defined as shown in Figure 1. 
     

 
 
 
 

Fig.1 diagram of dynamic multi-stack 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BASIC OPERATIONS ON DYNAMIC 
MULTI-STACK STRUCTURE 

3.1 Initialization Operation 

The initialization multi-stack is that set each single stack are empty. The operation is as follows: First, 
the size of the storage space is allocated to each stack. If the stack is no space allocated, the error message 
is returned. The size of each stack is then assigned to an initial value of STACK_INITIAL_SIZE. Finally, 
multi-stack is set to empty, each stack’s top pointer S->a[i].top is set 0. So the initialization operation is 
described as follow: 

 
 

a[0] 0 5  
a[1] 8 8  
a[2] 6 8  
a[3] 3 5  

               

49 38 65 97 76 13 27 50 

11 23 43 76 54 17   

11 21 54   
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 int Initial_Stack( MultipleStack * S) 

 {  int i,spacesize; 

    for(i=0; i< N; i++) 

    {  spacesize=STACK_INITIAL_SIZE* sizeof( ElemType); 

 (* S).a[i].Stack=(ElemType *)malloc(spacesize); 

       if((*S).a[i].Stack==NULL)  return ERROR; 

(*S).a[i].Stack_Size=STACK_INITIAL_SIZE;  

(*S).a[i].top =0; 

    }      

return OK; 

} 

3.2 Push Stack Operation 

In the operation of the general the sequential multi-stack, if the i stack which will push stack is full, it 
will appear abnormal and return error information. Dynamic multi-stack technology can effectively avoid 
the occurrence of such situation. If the i stack which is pushing is full, We can use the realloc function to 
increase the capacity of STACK_INCREASE units. If the space extended successfully.s->a[i].Stake_Size 
change to S->a[i].Stack_Size+STACK_INCREASE. 

The push operation can be continued as the sequential multi-stack. After completing, the top of the 
stack pointer points to the next position. So the push operation is described as: 

int PushStack( MultipleStack * S, int i, ElemType e) 

{  /* Pressure x data elements into the I stack * / ElemType * New_Base; int xkjdx; 

   if(i<1| |i>N)  return ERROR; 

   if(S->a[i-1].top>=S->a[i-1].Stack_Size－1)  /* No. I stack is full, to expand * /  

{   xkjdx=S->a[i-1].Stack_Size + STACK_ INCＲEASE* sizeof( ElemType);  

New_Base=(ElemType*)realloc(S->a[i-1].Stack, xkjdx); 

if(New_Base==NULL) return ERROR; 

        (* S).a[i-1].Stack=New_Base;  

S->a[i-1].Stack_Size+=STACK_INCＲEASE;  

}  

S->a[i-1].Stack[S->a[i-1].top]= e;  

S->a[i-1].top + +; 

return OK; 

} 

3.3 Pop Stack Operation 

Dynamic multi-stack technology not only can solve the "overflow" phenomenon caused by the space 
shortage, but also can solve the problem of space waste. In this process, we need to judge whether free 
storage space reached the set value STACK_PLANSIZE after pop stack operation. If free storage space 
reached a fixed value of STACK_PLANSIZE, we should accord the proportion of STACK_PERCENT to 
recover part of the free space. The size of the recovered space is: 
Hs_Size=STACK_PLANSIZE*STACK_PERCENT. Recovery by function “realloc”. When the recovery 
is complete, then modify the capacity of this stack. 
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int PopstackStack( MultipleStack * S, int i, ElemType * e) 

{ /* Popstack up the top of the stack from the I stack and send it to e */ 

ElemType * New_Base; 

   int xkjdx,Hs_Size=( int)(STACK_PLANSIZE* STACK_PEＲCENT) ; 

 if(i<1| |i>N) return ERROR;  

if(S->a[i-1].top<=0) return ERROR;  

*e=S->a[i-1].Stack[S->a[i-1].top];   S->a[i-1].top--; 

   if(S->a[i-1].Stack_Size－S->a[i-1].top>= STACK_FＲEESIZE) 

/* Free space to reach a predetermined value, for recycling * /  

{   xkjdx=(S->a[i-1].Stack_Size－hsgs)*sizeof(ElemType); 

newbase=(ElemType*)realloc(S->a[i-1].Stack,xkjdx); 

       if(!New_base)  return ERROR;  

S->a[i-1].Stack=New_Base;  

S->a[i-1].Stack_Size－= Hs_Size;  

} 

return OK; 

} 

4. CONCLUSION 

A two-dimensional array of Stack[N][M] is allocated to the sequential multi-stack in advance, It is 
likely to cause a waste of space and produce “overflow” phenomenon. Dynamic multi-stack adopted the 
method of dynamic allocation of storage space. We allocate an initial space at first, if the “overflow” 
phenomenon occurred, we should expand the storage space. If the stack’s free space is large, which causes 
the waste of space, we should recover part of the free space, which greatly improves the utilization rate of 
the space. 

In this paper, analyzing the dynamic recovery algorithm and dynamic expansion algorithm of 
multi-stack, we know that dynamic multi-stack technology has the following advantages: 1) Only when 
storage space is full, we should expand the storage space. Also only when free storage space increases to a 
certain value, we should recover part of the free space. So, the stack’s free space will always remain in a 
certain range, which reduces the waste of space. 2) The method can achieve dynamic expansion and 
recovery storage space without stopping program executing. 3) When the number of data elements is not 
determined, we’d better use the dynamic multi-stack. 
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